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INTRODUCTION

Much of the American built environment was constructed in the post-World War II era, when government policy and planning fashion favored a highly dispersed development model centered on the primacy of the single-family detached home. Subsequent developments in zoning law tended to further privilege and protect the single-family detached home from any neighboring diversity of land use or building form.

As a pattern popularized at the peak of American nuclear family formation, such models initially met consumer preferences and served the needs of many. As the 20th century progressed, however, American demographic patterns and housing needs dramatically changed. The built environment was, by this point, too calcified by accumulated land-use regulations to adapt to these changes, producing significant distortion in high-demand housing markets and unresponsive legal environments across the country.

As housing supply constraints choke productivity in hot economic regions, and household structure and demographics continue to shift nationally, significant public-policy debates have been opened about the appropriate responses to these developments. These range from debates over national entitlement programs like Social Security and Medicare to battles over gentrification in urban centers. The political disputes often are characterized by high tempers and little perceptible progress.

While these important, high-intensity debates continue, there is opportunity simultaneously to pursue lower-profile solutions that could alleviate pressure on the market, even if they cannot provide complete resolution to all of its problems. One supplemental policy priority would be to ease significantly existing obstacles to the construction and permitting of accessory dwelling units in single-family residential zones.

ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS

An accessory dwelling unit (ADU) is defined as “a secondary dwelling unit with complete independent living facilities for one or more persons” on a single-family lot, whether attached to the primary structure, detached from it or contained within it. ADUs commonly are referred to by a wide variety of less formal names, including “granny flat,” “mother-in-law suite,” “carriage house,” “secondary unit” and “backyard cottage.”

ADUs, then, are dependent apartments built onto otherwise typical single-family homes. They are often created by means of garage conversion, basement finishing, wing addition or even as free-standing construction behind a house. A fully independent ADU will contain its own entrance and full kitchen and bathroom facilities; it may even have separate

and independent utility metering. While there was significant scholarly interest in ADUs in the 1980s, it waned until recent years, leaving a relative shortage of studies of and data on the current state of secondary units. Filling the informational gap could prove especially difficult, given the large proportion of secondary units that exist as illegal conversions, without permits or official recognition in government databases. One 2001 study estimated that fully one in five San Francisco residential buildings included an illegal secondary unit and that supply-constrained coastal cities could expect 2 to 10 percent of their housing stock to be illegal secondary units.

The ADU is starting to recover attention, as demographic shifts also lead many groups to revisit accessory dwelling units as an option for the increasing number of multigenerational households. There are any number of causes of this trend, including the aging of the baby boomer generation, a persistent “boomerang” young adult cohort, and growth in the Hispanic and Asian populations. Moreover, housing shortages in hot urban markets have raised interest in creative means to expand supply.

Before accessory dwelling units can be brought to bear on those challenges, however, there is a need to popularize and pass significant reforms to accommodate this flexible, freemarket solution.

**BRIEF HISTORY OF ZONING**

The basic tenets of American zoning were set by the mid-1930s, which is also when the federal government began to provide assistance to the detached single-family house as an ideal base for American life. In the postwar period, the relatively simple and compact single-family zoning pattern—originally designed to protect residential neighborhoods from noxious industrial activity—was expanded and complicated, with explicit federal housing policies that reinforced single-family housing on ever larger lots with rapidly diminishing tolerance of diversity. Zoning shifted from prohibiting industrial and commercial development in residential zones to prescribing the shape and structure that residential housing could take within those already protected neighborhoods.

As University of Chicago’s Emily Talen wrote in her book *City Rules*: “The zoning changes of one small town in central Illinois, Urbana, home of the University of Illinois, illustrate the traditional progression.” As she recounts, Urbana’s first zoning ordinance was passed in 1936, but there were no minimum lot widths and no lot areas were required per unit until 1950. In 1950, six zones were introduced, two each for residential, commercial and industrial uses. By 1979, however, 16 districts and two overlay zones had been introduced, apartments in single-family areas were banned, and minimum lot sizes and floor-area ratio rules were brought into effect.

The introduction of a few zoning regulations metastasized into a narrowly prescriptive regime that, as Sonia Hirt described in *Zoned in the USA*, “has exceeded historic and international precedent to build what may well be the lowest-density settlements in the history of the world [emphasis original].”

America’s hyperdispersed, land-use-segregated settlement pattern is functional for adults who drive cars but the carless are significantly inhibited from accessing any activities or areas other than the ones in their immediate neighborhood. Functionally, this prevents nondriving children from contributing to the household by running errands to a corner store, for instance, in addition to placing severe limits on the independence of elderly adults who no longer drive.

The recently observed recovery of multigenerational households and parallel decline of intact nuclear families takes place, then, in a regulatory environment rigidly designed for a very different population. As Reihan Salam has written:

> Since the initial rise of the suburbs, families have changed. Married couples with children have fallen from 42.9 percent of all households in 1940 to 20.2 percent of all households in 2010, while married couples without children have fallen from 33.4 to 28.2 percent of all households. Single-parent families have also increased, of course, from 4.3 percent to 9.6 percent. The most dramatic change has been the steep increase in one-person households, from 7.8 to 26.7 percent of the total. Families have also been transformed by rising female labor force participation, with women now serving as the sole or primary wage earner in four in 10 U.S. households with children. ...

Viewed through this lens, the problem we face is clear: Much of our built environment still bears the imprint of the postwar era, despite the fact that the families that were characteristic of that era are no longer dominant.
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**BENEFITS OF ADUS**

**Rental income**

According to a recent Oregon study of Portland ADUs, the largest primary motivation among ADU developers was additional income. By converting part of a house, building an addition or constructing a free-standing unit, homeowners were able to create a supplementary stream of income for themselves, while adding housing to the constrained market.

The great majority of this additional income comes via long-term rentals: Atlanta architect Eric Kronberg estimates that, when he constructs ADUS for his market under current regulatory conditions, they can reasonably command rents of $950 to $1400 a month. By contrast, “you have an all in cost of $550-$715 a month. The two bedroom unit would range $700-$900 all-in,” both of which are estimated very conservatively assuming entirely home equity financed, no cash projects. This means Atlanta ADUs could pay for their own financing while providing a homeowner with hundreds of dollars in additional income per month. Most impressively, Kronberg’s projections are for detached ADU prototypes, which are much more expensive to produce than attached ADUs that come from conversions or additions on an existing building.

In the Portland study, 80 percent of ADUs rented for market rates comparable to those in multifamily development. However, between 13 and 18 percent of Portland ADUs go for zero or very low rents. In a separate study, University of California researchers Jake Wegmann and Karen Chapple likewise found 17 percent of San Francisco Bay Area ADUs were occupied for zero rent. As Martin J. Brown and Jordan Palmieri note in the Portland study, this pattern “suggests some unique phenomenon is occurring in ADU developments.” Indeed, in that same survey, “owners reported that 26 percent of ADU tenants were family or friends when they moved in.” This would indicate that a small but significant fraction of ADU development is, indeed, intended for personal relationships, as planners and advocates have traditionally assumed.

The Portland study also marked an interesting departure from earlier studies when it came to its findings on affordability. According to Brown and Palmieri, Portland ADU rents were market competitive with comparable rental apartments only if zero-rent units were included; they actually rented for a premium if those outliers were excluded. Previous studies had indicated that ADUs were cheaper than comparable rentals. Brown and Palmieri tried to adjust market comparables by unit size via the number of bedrooms. In their report on the Bay Area, Wegman and Chapman did not attempt to adjust for unit sizes, but noted that the ADUs were smaller than their market comparables, as well as often being unpermitted.

Taken at face value, the Portland results could undermine the perception of ADUs as an inherently affordable housing solution. Although the results certainly indicate a need for further study, such reasoning should be tempered by a robust understanding of the ADU context. ADUs are more expensive to build per-square-foot, which could partially explain why owners would demand higher rents per-square-foot.

In general, due to their smaller unit sizes, ADUs should occupy the lower end of the rental spectrum. As an NYU Furman Center working paper noted: “Micro-units [ADUs and compact apartments] in many cities frequently rent at rather high rates per square foot, but at lower total monthly rent levels, than larger apartments.” In this sense, ADUs remain a source of affordable housing. In supply-constrained housing markets, any production of additional dwelling space will help ease rental market pressure, and production of low total rent units is all the more welcome.

Further, as Brown and Palmieri note, the zero and below-market rents that are presumably charged to family members or friends should not be dismissed. Voluntarily discounting rent to those with whom the owner or property owner has pre-existing relationships is still a provision of affordable housing. Where the housing is provided to elderly relations who might otherwise require costly personal care, it also represents a potentially large government savings. Rejoining multiple generations in close living arrangements allows for child care or eldercare to be provided by the family, instead of relying on expensive market services. Such arrangements can benefit the whole family by strengthening their relationships and shared experiences. Anecdotally, children can benefit from the experience of elders in quilting, crafting or carpentry. Elders, meanwhile, sometimes can benefit from younger generations’ greater familiarity with maintaining and navigating each new wave of domestic technology.

Further study of ADU rents would bring welcome clarity. For the great majority of homeowners who plan to rent their ADU at market-competitive rates, ADUs can provide a

reliable stream of additional income which should, in most circumstances, pay for itself.

Multigenerational housing

Almost one-in-five Americans now live in a multigenerational household, according to a recent Pew analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data. That is a record absolute number and the highest proportion of the American population since 1950. Since a near-universal feature of the American lifestyle in the mid-19th century, the proportion of households living with multiple adult generations had been declining since 1860, with more than half the collapse in multigenerational living occurring between 1940 and 1980.

ADUs are often preferred for multigenerational living arrangements because they allow family members to share a residence, assist each other in day-to-day tasks and share a life without erasing all boundaries between the primary household and the additional generation. When equipped with independent entrances and kitchen units, residents of ADUs are able to maintain a modicum of independence, coming and going as they please and entertaining their own guests, while still remaining tightly bound to their family.

The AARP has advocated for relaxation of rules around accessory dwelling units in order to accommodate a desire among its members (current and prospective) to “age in place” whenever possible. Expanded ADU capability allows older Americans either to move into their children’s homes or to construct a more modest apartment that suits their needs. Toward that end, the AARP in 2000 commissioned the American Planning Association to draft an ADU “model state act and local ordinance.”

Older Americans are not, however, the largest consumer of multigenerational housing today. In 2014, more 18- to 34-year-olds lived with their parents than in other arrangements for the first time in 130 years, and 31 percent of 25- to 29-year-olds lived in multigenerational households. The persistence of the millennial generation living at home, even as the economy emerged from the Great Recession, has been a topic of great concern and headlines. For the purposes of this paper, it is enough to note simply that the trend exists and seems likely to continue, thus further adding to the number of multigenerational homes and potential demand for ADUs.

Finally, ethnic demographic patterns also suggest that multigenerational housing will continue to grow in the United States. As Pew found, Asian and Hispanic households both are significantly more likely to be multigenerational than non-Hispanic white households. Both of those subgroups are experiencing significant population growth.

Flexibility

In Brown and Palmeri’s study, only about 80 percent of Portland ADUs were occupied as independent housing. The rest served as some combination of extra space, home offices or other nonresidential use: 11 percent of units were used as a work or living space, while 5 percent were used for short-term rentals.

Short-term rentals are one of the most interesting alternative uses for ADUs going forward, as the recent explosion of room and homesharing services like Airbnb and VRBO make it easier for homeowners to find short-term tenants for their properties, and the independence of ADUs makes them particularly well-suited for such service. The Portland study was conducted in 2013, relatively early in the growth of such services. It would be interesting to update the survey to see how short-term-rental use has grown.

OBSTACLES TO ADU DEVELOPMENT

The single biggest obstacle to ADU development is their widespread illegality. Burdensome regulatory requirements often will depress ADU production, even where zoning codes theoretically allow them. In order to allow ADUs to serve as a flexible, free-market solution to ease pressures in supply-constrained housing markets, such regulatory burdens need to be lifted. Such regulations fall into two broad categories: structural and occupancy.

Structural regulations

Structural regulations regulate the size, shape and facilities of an ADU, as well as its connection to the broader city utility networks.

As with many other forms of housing production, minimum parking requirements can be a significant obstacle to ADU production. While competition for on-street parking is one of the most frequently cited concerns and complaints about
ADUs, imposed off-street requirements are often excessive and counterproductive.

Until 2015, for instance, Austin, Texas combined onerous parking requirements (two spots each for both the main dwelling and the accessory unit) and an impervious surface cap. If the main dwelling was built before off-street parking requirements, the construction of an ADU would cost the property its grandfathered status, meaning four parking spots would have to be built for one accessory unit to be constructed. As the Furman Center noted, “built structures may not cover more than 40 percent of a lot, and the combination of structures and any other impervious surfaces may not exceed 45 percent of the lot.” Since any parking space is counted as impervious surface regardless of its construction material, Austin homeowners could easily have a hard time fitting everything onto their lots even if they were willing to comply. Encouragingly, the Austin City Council adopted a much liberalized ADU system in November 2015, with very light parking requirements, a standard minimum lot size and nearly citywide applicability.

Portland does not require any off-street parking for ADUs, so it should be most vulnerable to street parking overcrowding. Yet the city’s 2013 survey found that one in five ADUs had no cars associated with it whatsoever, and 63 percent had no cars parked on the street. The mean number of cars parked on the street associated with ADUs was a mere 0.46. These findings are similar to results of the Bay Area study in 2012. While these are necessarily limited results, they should encourage cities to loosen or relieve their own parking requirements in the service of ADU production.

ADUs are also subject to a variety of size regulations: minimum and maximum unit sizes; minimum and maximum ratio of unit-to-main-dwellings; minimum and maximum ratio of unit-to-lot-size. All of these can vary by whether the ADU is attached or detached. Attempts to build ADUs can be subject to regulations that bar the construction of kitchen facilities. In Atlanta, for instance, ADUs are permitted but they cannot possess a stove, oven or similar cooking appliance. The most cooking capability ADUs are permitted but they cannot possess a stove, oven or similar cooking appliance. The most cooking capability occupants can hope for under code is a hot plate they can plug in. These barriers are best removed whenever possible, as they give homeowners more flexibility in how they can use their ADU over its life span, and so will make their production more attractive.

Under normal conditions, extending utility services like water, sewer, electricity and gas should be relatively painless for accessory unit construction, as most of the fixed costs have already been built for the main dwelling. Cities that require separate utility metering can quickly undermine this advantage and even make ADUs outright uneconomical. Architects Newspaper reports that, in Austin, separate water metering alone can cost a builder $20,000.

Local governments often discourage ADU production by prohibiting qualities that would make them attractive and usable as an independent dwelling unit. This can include restrictions on independent entrances and the visibility of those entrances from the street. Often, they will include prohibitions on kitchen facilities. In Atlanta, for instance, ADUs are permitted but they cannot possess a stove, oven or similar cooking appliance. The most cooking capability occupants can hope for under code is a hot plate they can plug in. These barriers are best removed whenever possible, as they give homeowners more flexibility in how they can use their ADU over its life span, and so will make their production more attractive.

**Occupancy restrictions**

Occupancy regulations regulate who may stay in ADUs and what their relationship to the property’s owner may be.

A frequent and significant ADU regulation requires owner occupancy of the property. ADU construction is, in fact, usually undertaken by homeowners occupying the property, so this requirement is often presented as bearing limited negative consequences. According to the NYU Furman Center report, owner occupancy is seen by advocates as a shortcut to prevent more detailed and onerous restrictions and inspections from being imposed on ADU development. In this reasoning, an owner-occupant’s presence assures against ADU tenants inflicting nuisances on the surrounding neighborhood. Because the owner-occupant is a neighbor, he or she

would be more likely to supervise and head off any nuisances than an absentee landlord would. Those building ADUs in order to accommodate family or friends would seem to have even less reason to object to such laws.

But owner-occupancy restrictions have the potential to impede ADU financing and homeowner flexibility significantly. As the NYU Furman Center report notes: “Lenders may fear that, if they foreclose on the property, they will be unable to rent both the primary residence and the ADU,” resulting in less favorable financing or outright opposition. Homeowners may also face difficulty selling their own home, as the house and ADU bear restrictions lacked by competitive properties, such as duplexes. They would thus be unable to recoup the full value of their property should a nonresidential buyer be interested. This comes on top of what Brown and Watkins identify as an already significant gap in appraisal practices that often prevents ADUs from being measured appropriately in home valuation.\(^{21}\)

Furthermore, while ADUs are usually constructed by owner-occupants with owner occupancy in mind, they are most attractive when they can accommodate a variety of contingencies. Young retirees who build an ADU intending to live with family or move into the smaller unit and rent out the bigger house may find themselves in need of more professionalized care than is available in most home settings. The family they were planning to live with may need to move. In any of these conditions, the house would shift from an asset to a liability, as the property owner would be precluded by the owner-occupancy restrictions from renting out both the main house and the accessory unit. They would be forced to either leave the house vacant and unattended, or to sell it.

Furthermore, as the NYU Furman Center roundtable participants noted, ADU owner-occupancy would, in many cases, introduce a unique restriction to properties. There generally are no such restrictions banning owners of a single-family home from renting it to others, and duplex units rarely come so bound either.\(^{22}\) Portland, Oregon, has one of the strongest ADU development markets in the country, and notably lacks an owner-occupancy requirement. Such liberalization is fairly rare, however, as owner-occupant requirements are widespread.

In some cases, governments considering ADU legalization want to go even further, and restrict to whom the property can be rented, or whether it can be rented at all. Most often, these restrictions come in the form of requiring ADU occupants to be related to the homeowner for the unit to be used as a residence. Total or near-total rental bans are likely to chill the construction of ADUs significantly and foreclose any of the benefits they provide.

**SHORT-TERM RENTALS**

ADUs are interesting platforms to evaluate with regard to short-term rentals, both because of their natural suitability to the use and because even ADU advocates sometimes are made uncomfortable by the use. Because ADUs are independent dwelling units, they have the potential to be more appealing to some renters and homeowners who prefer not to live quite as intimately with visiting strangers. Because ADUs are dependent, they share any neighborhood attractiveness equally with their primary dwellings. ADUs equipped with kitchens allow renters to cook for themselves, which may be a particular advantage in the eyes of short-term renters, who are more likely than hotel guests to stay for multiple days.\(^{23}\)

For advocates who see ADU growth as a provision of affordable housing and a relief valve on constrained regional supply, the seeming diversion of ADU stock into short-term rentals is feared to be a distraction, or even counterproductive. In tourism-heavy cities, some voice concerns about residential neighborhoods hollowing out in community and character as owner-occupied residences convert into short-term rental pads with a constantly rotating cast of characters.\(^ {24}\) Santa Cruz, California, which has been one of the most aggressive cities in liberalizing its ADU regulations and promoting ADU production recently revised its laws specifically to outlaw ADU short-term rentals going forward.\(^{25}\) Austin’s new, more liberal ADU law restricts short-term rental of ADUs to 30 nights a year, and prohibits it on properties that aren’t occupied by the owners.\(^ {26}\)

Survey respondents have said that one of the central appeals of ADU construction is its flexibility.\(^ {27}\) Though the upfront costs are considerable for a homeowner, they can justify that investment by the ADU’s potential to bring in additional income; to use as a home office or extra living space for a growing family; or to be used by adult family members as needed. Short-term rental services can expand that flexibility further by not requiring homeowners to lock their ADU
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into a long-term lease, but rather to use it for income purposes on an as-needed basis.

**SPECIAL CHALLENGES**

In contrast to almost all other housing production and construction, ADUs are primarily built by homeowners, not professional developers. While professionals generally regard regulatory compliance costs to be expected, if often frustrating, homeowners trying to build accessory units are unlikely to have much familiarity with the permitting and compliance process. Cities looking to take advantage of accessory dwelling unit production will need to make their process as transparent and easily navigable as possible.

Toward this end, Santa Cruz, California produced an “ADU Manual” that offers step-by-step instructions to complete the ADU permitting and construction process successfully. Santa Cruz also maintains a set of draft architectural plans to get interested homeowners started, and even goes so far as to offer financing assistance for those willing to commit to renting the unit at affordable rates for 15 to 20 years.

Portland, Oregon, meanwhile, has maintained a relatively libertarian regulatory environment, relieving homeowners from having to forecast for and navigate parking requirements, owner occupancy rules, or many other often-imposed constraints. It allows widespread building of ADUs by right, so homeowners are not required to convene public hearings on the subject of planned construction on their property.

Local governments that desire to take advantage of accessory dwelling units should take care to write their codes and policies into a format as easily accessible as possible, and make that information widely available.

**CONCLUSION**

At a time when many housing markets are experiencing severe supply constraints and housing affordability is under stress nationwide, accessory dwelling unit legalization represents a low-profile free-market solution that requires little from government actors beyond getting out of the way. Production is undertaken by private actors on their own property, and diversifies a local housing stock without introducing large potentially contentious or character-transforming multifamily buildings to a single family neighborhood. This incremental infill further empowers homeowners by allowing them to increase the value of their property and receive an additional income stream. It offers renters more neighborhood options and cheaper rents.

While there are federal-level financing reforms that could further ease ADU development, local governments usually have all the tools they need to take advantage of ADU construction without asking permission or seeking assistance from any higher bureaucracy. Reforming outdated zoning systems to accommodate the changing needs of American households, including the return of multigenerational living arrangements, should be an urgent priority. Such reforms should take care not to introduce new and unnecessary regulations, such as owner-occupancy requirements and short-term rental bans. These could chill the market’s response to ADU legalization.

Accessory dwelling units will not solve housing affordability crises by themselves, nor will they be suited to widespread adoption in every market. But there is little reason for towns and cities to persist in outlawing a flexible housing form that was widespread in the first half of the 20th century, just because it fell afoul of trendy regulations in the second half. The American built environment was notably adaptable throughout the growing country’s many changes up until the postwar land use codes were imposed and accumulated. Given the significant national changes still unfolding, land-use and building regulations need to provide much adaptability and flexibility as cities can provide. Legalizing accessory dwelling units should be a simple way to engage that process.
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